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Foreword
THE ECONOMIST is based upon the horrific attack that happened in Norway 
on 22 July 2011 when a person, acting alone, detonated a bomb in Oslo killing 8 
people and used the explosion as a diversion to aid in the trapping and killing of 
69 people, mainly youths, at a Labour Party Youth Camp, on the island of Utoya.

First blamed internationally on Islamic terrorists, when it was discovered that 
a blonde, blue eyed entrepreneur had committed the crime, the attacker was 
depoliticised by the press, and re-labeled as ‘another lone wolf ’; and a ‘psycho’.

The play argues, and the subsequent findings by the Norwegian courts 
confirmed, that he can not be labeled simply as either. He was a terrorist of 
the Right who amongst his many mainstream contemporary influences cited 
Australian shock jock Andrew Bolt, former deputy Prime Minister Peter 
Costello and also claimed that former Prime Minister of Australia John Howard 
was the most sensible leader of the 20th Century. These are some of the reasons 
that contributed towards the somewhat ‘Australianising’ of the story for the 
purpose of this work.

The Economist has been inspired by many sources including the challenging 
book On Utoya: Anders Breivik, Right Terror, Racism and Europe (Humphreys, 
Rundle, Sparrow et al).

The Economist text derives material from Anders Breivik’s extensive diaries, 
his 1500 page manifesto ‘2083: A European Declaration of Independence’ 
(both available online), his and others’ blog entries on conservative websites, 
his World of Warcraft characters, media commentary, discussions between the 
playwright with cast, crew, family, friends and conversations overheard in the 
playwright’s local Japanese restaurant.

How I became a Page Three Girl

They say no publicity is bad publicity and my company (MKA) had already had 
a bit of bad press in our short time in operation, and so far we’d proven the point 
to be true enough. We were going from strength to strength. To date we’d never 
been accused of being neo-nazis or commie pinko bastards though.

We were about to get something close to the two at the same time.

Day One. The Murdoch ‘Herald Sun’, had sent a reporter round to rehearsal 
to talk about the play, which at that point was about 2 weeks from opening 
night. This was peculiar because the Herald Sun, whilst it didn’t have topless 
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girls on page three, was more likely to do an eight page spread on sports stars or 
the war on drugs than give any space to something as niche as a play. The paper 
didn’t even have an arts section but merely a 2 page entertainment guide that was 
dominated by blockbuster film playing times. Confusing again that they should 
show interest given the subject material of The Economist was less than accepting 
in its stance towards the usual Herald Sun reader’s values. Still you take what 
you can get when you make a show with a budget of zero and a 3 week rehearsal 
period and so we granted an interview. The reporter wanted to know if it was ‘too 
soon?’ I unequivocally answered no, gave the reasons, was polite and pleasant 
and their official photographer had our actors pose a tableau with scripts in hand 
whilst the director and I posed in front of them. We all shook hands and the 
reporter left in good spirits.

Day Two. Following a good many stereotypes of the artist, I tend to work late 
into the night and so on any given day I rarely get up before 8.30am. Thus being 
woken around 7am by a knock at the door was startling enough, more startling 
to discover a commercial television news crew standing at the threshold. I 
politely asked if the best scenario was not one where I had something other than 
my flannel pyjamas on and they gave me fifteen minutes to shower, check the 
internet and brush my teeth. Whilst they waited outside I called the Economist’s 
dramaturg/director, former literary manager of the Finborough Theatre (London) 
and just appointed Associate Artist (Writing) at Malthouse Theatre, Van Badham, 
to see if she had any pointers. “Put a hat on,” she said “your hair cut is going to 
alienate people.” I figured whether she was right and that there were probably 
deeper, more long term and effective and perhaps even insidious ways to alienate 
the kind of people who watch commercial news broadcasts so after my shower 
I grabbed a hat and invited the GTV-9 crew in for the first interview of the day. 
Meanwhile Van was issued an interview on the radio and our marketing team 
lined up the rest of the news sources for the rest of the day. My fifteen minutes 
gave me just enough time to not only shower/drink apple juice but also to sneak 
out my back door and run down to the local newsagent to find out what the 
fuss was about. Page three of the Herald Sun had the answers and as I alluded to 
earlier it wasn’t a topless model.

The piece and the comment stream on the Herald Sun website that accompanied 
the online version of the article, had me framed as both a defender of the 
Norwegian murderer’s actions and also a leftist extremist, spending all the 
taxpayers’ money on ridiculous art. The image they ran with was insensitive and 
cruel. The editors had selected a test photo where I had not been looking at the 
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camera, and then zoomed in on my face, cropping it to the same size as a photo 
of Breivik which they ran along side my own. Next to my arguments. which were 
grossly simplified or re-contextualised, the paper quoted a psychologist from a 
group called ‘Victims of Crime Victoria’, who unsurprisngly lambasted us. 

The last thing that any of us involved in the project wanted was to present an 
inconsiderate work on a matter of such tragic importance. We kept getting asked 
if it was ‘too soon?’ even though it was by then 3 months after the attack and not 
one of these news sources had thought to ask media commentator Andrew Bolt if 
it was too soon to unleash his barrage, as he did, on his News Media blog, 5 days 
after the event had actually taken place. The treatment of the as yet unopened 
show by commercial press outlets served to give us a greater understanding of 
the initial re-framing of the attack in Norway, as we too were falling victim to the 
same conservative media machine.

Prologue. The show’s first season had a sell-out extended run, and continued 
to sell out all it’s seasons thus far. Selling tickets is not necessarily an indicator 
of success however, and nor is the positive and troubled feedback we have had, 
though we have been thankful for both.

That you have chosen, by reading the text or perhaps by performing it, I should 
hope by discussing the material it has engaged with and by continuing the very 
necessary debate that the Economist is a part of is to me and those involved with 
the work to date, a source of great pride.

Tobias Manderson-Galvin.
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First Production Details
First performed at the MKA Pop-Up Theatre, Abbotsford at School House 
Studios, 73 Nicholson Street, Abbotsford by MKA: Theatre of New Writing.

28 November 2011–10 December 2011 (Season Extended)
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ANDREW BERWICK (PRIMARY)    Zoey Dawson

A. BERWICK (CHORUS), JUNIOR CONSTABLE,
ODIN, RADIO ANNOUNCER, MAN 3   Conor Gallacher

A. BERWICK (CHORUS), FREYA, MAN 1
COMMANDER      Marcus McKenzie

A. BERWICK (CHORUS), SEX WORKER 2, MAN 4,
RESCUE POLICEMAN 2, STEROID DEALER  Peter Paltos

A. BERWICK (CHORUS), SENIOR CONSTABLE,
LIEUTENANT, RESCUE POLICEMAN 1,
SEX WORKER 1, MAN 2     James Deeth

A. BERWICK (CHORUS), JON BERWICK,
RESTAURATEUR, RENEE BERWICK,
EDDIE THE WEIGHTLIFTER, SAGA   Sarah Walker

Creative Team & Production Team
PRODUCER      Tobias Manderson-Galvin
PUBLIC RELATIONS     Glyn Roberts  
      & Kaitlin Clare
DIRECTOR / DRAMATURG    Van Badham
STAGE DESIGN      David Samuel
COSTUME DESIGN     Chloe Greaves
STAGE MANAGER     Stephen Moylan
PHOTOGRAPHER/FILMING    Sarah Walker
ART DIRECTION     Tobias Manderson-Galvin
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS   MKA: 
      Theatre of New Writing
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Photo by Sarah Walker; (Second Melbourne Season, July 2012 before taking the 
show to Edinburgh Fringe) Centre-Front, Zoey Dawson as Andrew Berwick, 
Left to Right in Rear, Peter Paltos as Chorus, Sarah Walker as Renee Berwick, 
Soren Jensen as Odin.

Photo by Sarah Walker; (Second Melbourne Season, July 2012 before taking 
the show to Edinburgh Fringe) Zoey Dawson as Andrew Berwick and Marcus 
McKenzie as Andrew Berwick.
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Photo by Sarah Walker; (Second Melbourne Season, July 2012 before taking 
the show to Edinburgh Fringe) From Front to back Zoey Dawson as Andrew 
Berwick; Peter Paltos, Soren Jensen, James Deeth, Marcus McKenzie as Men.

Photo by Sarah Walker; (Premiere Melbourne Season Dec 2011) Zoey Dawson 
as Andrew Berwick.
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Characters
ANDREW BOLT BERWICK  A young man from Norway 15-31 
CHORUS   Interpretations of Andrew and others
ODIN     Norse God of Heaven
FREYA     Berwick’s neighbour/Norse Goddess of Love
RENEE BERWICK   Andrew’s Mother
JON BERWICK    Andrew’s Father
RESTAURATEUR   Kurdish Muslim Restaurant Owner
RADIO ANNOUNCER
JUNIOR    Constable arresting Andrew
SENIOR    Constable arresting Andrew
STEROID DEALER   Some dodgy guy
EDDIE THE WEIGHTLIFTER  Male, Steroid junkie
LIEUTENANT    Norwegian Armed Forces
COMMANDER    Norwegian Armed Forces
POLICEMAN 1    In a boat heading to Utoya Island
POLICEMAN 2    In a boat heading to Utoya Island
GUN CLUB MEMBER 1   Male
GUN CLUB MEMBER 2   Male
GUN CLUB MEMBER 3   Male
GUN CLUB MEMBER 4   Male
GIRL A     Sex worker
GIRL B     Sex worker
SPECIAL OPS    Police arriving on Utoya Island
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Notes

Setting
Contemporary Norway, 16 years of events leading to the shootings on Utoya 
Island in August, 2011.

Delivery
Sometimes the script includes emoticons or internet speak. Most people say ‘lol’ 
as one word not the individual letters. Most people would say ‘smiley face’ and 
not ‘semi-colon, close bracket’, but I think these decisions and others like them 
are yours to make.

Occasionally in the text a character called ‘Chorus #A’ appears. This is Andew 
Berwick, but the suggestion is that you give the allotted text to a member of the 
chorus. It needn’t be the same Chorus member everytime this happens, in fact 
it’s probably better if it’s not. If ‘Chorus’ appears, it is up to you whether to share 
this between all chorus members, or just give it to one, or a mixture or to ignore 
me completely and do your own thing.

Costume
You may find more information but to start you off: Anders Breivik flat out refused 
to wear anything else in front of the media besides red Lacoste jumpers and beige 
chino pants. There are also photos of him (taken by himself) wearing a wetsuit and 
holding an automatic rifle, Knights Templar regalia dress, Knights Templar formal 
dress, haz chem jumpsuit (which presumably he wore whilst mixing chemicals), a 
police uniform (he wore one when the massacre was committed).
The script asks for a restraint: he wore one when the police took him back to the 
site of the massacre, but as with any stage direction that’s your decision.
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“The psychologisation of Breivik’s atrocities serves a function in settling fears, in
isolating ‘extremists’ as ‘lone gunmen’ divorced from wider political 

developments, to paint a picture of a healthy political current whose only 
internal threats are aberrations.”

– Dr Tad Tietze
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PROLOGUE: AN IDEALISATION OF CONTEMPORARY NORWAY

A band. Perhaps a ukelele.
A couple dance to Summery music.
Norwegian flag etc. Farm animals?

CHORUS #A He was a quiet and modern man.

Sung excerpt from Magnetic Fields: “Nothing Matters When 
We’re Dancing.”

SINGER  You’ve never been more beautiful
 Eyes like two full moons
 As here in this poor old dancehall
 among the dreadful tunes …

SCENE ONE: THE CRUSADE FOR BETTER FARMING 
PRACTICE

A 300-year old farmhouse in Rena, Norway — an 80 hectare 
property an hour out of Oslo.
The recently-rented home of ANDREW BOLT BERWICK.

ANNOUNCER  The crusade for better farming practice.

Song begins.

CHORUS  [Sung] Take that sword and work the soil!
 Berwick Geo-Farms,
 Deep in the soil, work that seed!
 Berwick Geo-Farms.
 Water rains down, The flowers grow!
 Berwick Geo-Farms.

CHORUS MEMBER [Spoken] Berwick Geo-Farms deliver the best produce because …

CHORUS  [Sung] It’s more than a mission!
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ANDREW  It’s more than a mission!

ANNOUNCER  Introducing Mr. Andrew Bolt Berwick,
 CEO of Berwick Geo-Farm Agricultural Industries.

ANDREW  Berwick Geo-Farm values compassionate choices.
 Choices that affect our nation;
 our people;
 our sovereignty!

 I founded Berwick Geo-Farms
 in hopes
 that the proud people of our land
 can maintain
 not only self sufficiency
 but will be able to provide for others as well
 and in so doing,
 further support ourselves.

 In unstable times,
 primary industries are asserting themselves.
 Now is the time to capitalise!

 Choose Berwick Geo-Farms.

 Move your neighbourhood!
 Move the nation!
 Move the world!

 Song ends.

 Andrew takes some pills.

ANDREW  I’ve been staying in the farmhouse.
 Vast, empty.
 Nothing to keep me company
 but 6 tonnes of chemical fertiliser,
 a couple of sticks of dynamite,
 some quick growth organic shots,
 early day’s brand soil.
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 Yeah.

 There’s not a lot here to keep me company …

 I sleep … I sleep badly …
 and when I wake up,
 in the morning,
 it’s in you know,
 fits and starts … 

 I kick, twist, sweat,
 yeah I’ve slept better.

 And it’s punctuated by … 

CHORUS #A I wake up — I mean — I’m in a dream —

 What I know is … I’m in a school hall —
 I don’t know where I am

 Beat.

 I’m in a school hall.

 I don’t know where I am
 and I don’t like that at all it’s making me nervous.

 There’s a whole heap of other of other kids.

 Definitely a hall

 Seems like a camp site,
 which is weird
 ’cause I’ve never been on a school camp here.

 There’s heaps of other kids around me
 and I want to tell them that —

 ’cause now I know I want to tell ’em
 that something terrible is going to happen

FULL CHORUS  Something terrible is going to happen
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CHORUS #A  And I want to tell them
 that they shouldn’t go outside cause … 
 Something terrible is going to happen

FULL CHORUS  Something terrible is going to happen

CHORUS #A  I want to
 I want to
 but I can’t

 and I’m walking with them

 I want to tell them but I can’t
 and I’m laughing
 and everybody is telling jokes
 and I keep laughing, and I don’t know why!

 I don’t even know precisely why I want to tell ’em
 that we shouldn’t go outside

 And that feeling is in my gut while I keep laughing

 I’ve got something to do, so I stay back, not long

 I mean, a couple of minutes at the most.

 I’m walking down towards the lake

 and I hear the screaming

 I hear the screaming

 Beat.

 They’re having a great fucking time

 They’re in the water and they’re screaming

 Everybody’s laughing:
 and I’ve got tears streaming down my face.

 I have this dream a couple of nights in a row.
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 I don’t know what it means yet.

 I don’t know what it means.

 ANDREW I wake up and I clean the guns.

SCENE TWO: THE ARREST

Andrew Berwick, age 16.
An inner city police station in Oslo. 1995.

Cops throw Andrew against the floor.

JUNIOR  Some fucking names, Andrew!

ANDREW  You can’t do this to me!

JUNIOR  This your first arrest, Andrew?

SENIOR  Andrew.

JUNIOR  This is your first arrest.

ANDREW  I’ve done nothing wrong!

JUNIOR  We know that’s bullshit.
 You know that’s bullshit.
 It’s bullshit.

SENIOR  Let’s not bullshit one another, Andrew —

JUNIOR  I’m warning you mate.
 You have committed a serious fucking offence.

ANDREW  I’ve done —

 JUNIOR punches him.
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JUNIOR  We’re sick and tired of this nonsense.
 Our superiors are sick and tired of it.
 The mayor is sick and tired of it.
 Do you know how many letters he gets each week
 complaining about graffiti?
 The mayor is a busy fucking man, Andrew.
 He’s stuck at a desk —
 While you’re writing your names on brick fucking walls.

SENIOR  Someone has to clean that wall, Andrew.

JUNIOR  Yeah. Someone.

JUNIOR punches ANDREW in the guts again.

ANDREW  Please — I’m just a kid — !

JUNIOR  No, Andrew. You are the alleged perpetrator of an offence.

ANDREW  I’m entitled to a phone call —

SENIOR has his phone in hand, dials a number.

JUNIOR  You’re entitled to one thing.
 To tell us who your friends are.

SENIOR  [To ANDREW] We’re having Thai.
 Do you want some?
 Green curry? Red? That yellow one with potato? 
 Berwick?

JUNIOR  Full Name.

ANDREW  Andrew Bolt Berwick.

SENIOR  Address?

ANDREW  Bregnevien 70, Oslo

JUNIOR  Phone / Number.

ANDREW  /22656682
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SENIOR  Next / of Kin?

ANDREW  / Mother. Renee / Berwick.

SENIOR  She live with you?

JUNIOR  She know you’re out looking like this?
 Writing your name all over this city —
 who the fuck are you?

 Slight pause.

 You know, Andrew,
 I’m not opposed to a bit of improvisational street art — 
 are you, Constable?

SENIOR  No, I’m not.

JUNIOR  I like to think of myself as a connoisseur of the arts
 and I don’t think it’s altogether impossible
 that art can find inception at an on-street source
 but you,
 Andrew,
 are not an urban outsider art auteur.
 You are a dirty filthy sewer spraying shit all over our city.

ANDREW  You can’t keep me here — 

JUNIOR  Your pals tell you that, did they?

SENIOR  When you took the fall for them back there?

JUNIOR  When they all ran off, leaving you to the cops?

SENIOR  We could put you in jail.

ANDREW  For what? For graffiti?!

JUNIOR  No, mate — 

BOTH COPS  For fun.

SENIOR  Are you ready?
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JUNIOR  Ready for fun?

SENIOR  Is this fun, pretty boy?

JUNIOR  You will name all members of your spraycan-wielding
 failed art collective.
 And you will do it now.

ANDREW  They’re my friends — 

JUNIOR  Read my badge.
 Read his badge.
 Let’s eat ice-cream, watch ‘Beaches’ and cry, Andrew — 
 Because we’re your only friends, now.

SENIOR  You think you were standing by the street honour code 
back there?

JUNIOR  Your curry-munching mates sold your arse out, punk.

SENIOR  Bang it all down mate — 

JUNIOR  Here.
 Have a ball point.

ANDREW takes the pen starts to write.

 SENIOR is finally through to the Thai resturant.

SENIOR  [On phone] Yeah, can I get a pad thai and — 
 what are you having, Matthews?
 Oh, fuck … um … make it a pad thai and a green curry.
 Coconut rice.

 Beat.

 Roti? Fuck yeah!

JUNIOR  [Reading over ANDREW’s shoulder] “Arsailan Sohail”.
 You know a guy called Arse-sailin’?
 You’ve been hanging out with fucking terrorists, mate.
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SENIOR  Lucky we staged an intervention.

ANDREW  You won’t stop us making art.

JUNIOR  Snatching the document.

 Art be fucked, mate — 

 Waving the document.

 I reckon the collective’s about to dissolve.

SENIOR  We’ve called your mum.
 She’s waiting out front.

JUNIOR  Don’t let me ever catch you in my city again.

ANDREW  But — !

 The cop punches ANDREW again.

JUNIOR  What the fuck did I just say?

SCENE THREE: BUYING STEROIDS AT THE GYM

 A gym in suburban Oslo, 1995. Andrew Berwick, age 16.

 Music pumps. Workout montage.

VOICE OVER  Bigger! Harder! Stronger!
 Be the better you!
 Drop that blood pressure!
 Repair your liver!
 Reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease!
 Coronary artery disease!
 Grow more hair!
 Clear up acne!
 Be more functional!
 Fertile!
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 Stimulate sperm production!
 Lengthen your bones!
 Stay younger!
 Longer!
 Control the frequency and duration of your erections!
 Don’t develop sexually too fast!
 Maintain internal heart structure!
 Stay calm!
 Stay peaceful!
 Stay sane!
 Stay independent!
 Stay alive!

 DEALER puts the pills in ANDREW’s hand.

ANDREW  They’ll definitely make me strong?

DEALER  Ten foot tall, mate.

ANDREW  This is pretty expensive — 

DEALER  Take a look at Eddie. Swears by them. Eddie — 

EDDIE  Fuck off, mate; I’m busy.

ANDREW  I don’t want any trouble with the police or anything —

DEALER  Why’d ya be telling the police you’re on the slop?
 Tell your mum, tell your boyfriend.
 Tell anyone but don’t tell the police or forget about Eddie —
 I’ll come and I’ll get ya.

ANDREW  What if I’m allergic?

DEALER  Call the hospital.
 I don’t know ya.
 Never met ya.

ANDREW  I don’t know you. We’re only meeting now.
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DEALER  Nah, we never met — you found the gear.

ANDREW  I found it.

DEALER  Couple of side effects.
 Nothing serious.
 Uncontrollable erections.

ANDREW  What?

DEALER  I’m not just sharing my nightmares with you, Andrew.
 Harder and longer than ever before.
 You might get angry sometimes.
 Put it to use, mate!
 Get some hot bitches!

ANDREW  I’m looking for a — special — girl … !

DEALER  You might get a bit of acne.
 Get some bitch to pop your acne.

ANDREW  Yeah — I’ll get some hot bitches — yeah
 — yeah
 — wanna come clubbing,
 on Wednesday night,
 at a trance bar in the city — ?
 Wednesday is the new Wednesday — I mean —

DEALER  Rule number one; I don’t know you.
 Did you give me eighty Euros?

ANDREW  Yeah — 

DEALER  Then fuck off, mate.
 Pump some iron.
 Get some bitches.

EDDIE  Yeah!

DEALER  Ah, shaddup, Eddie!

 ANDREW takes his first pill.
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SCENE FOUR: BEING REJECTED FROM THE ARMY

 Norwegian Armed Services 
 National Conscription Processing Office, Oslo, 1997.
 Andrew Berwick, Age 19.

ANDREW  To lead and not follow.
 To do right and fear nothing.
 To train for the worst and become the best.
 For the M-75 uniform, twenty years in the service!
 For Norway.
 For King Harald, Queen Sonja, Prince Haakon, Princess Martha!

 Beat.

LIEUTENANT  They say she talks to angels.

COMMANDER  Did you have an unhappy childhood?

ANDREW  My childhood was extremely happy.
 I was the happiest of all the boys.
 People would say: there’s a happy boy.
 There was another boy called Andrew.
 They called him Andrew.
 They called me Happy Andrew.

COMMANDER  Your mother and father divorced when you were one.
 Do you harbour any resentment?

ANDREW  I am Happy Andrew!

LIEUTENANT  Would you describe memories of your youth as vivid?

ANDREW  I am inspired more by events from the vivid Norwegian past; 
 in 1643,
 despite the drain of defending a defeated Danish force
 we won the war against Sweden.
 Our glorious performance in April of 1940
 dealt Germany their first decisive loss of World War Two.
 And despite being conquered — 
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COMMANDER  Ever hear or see things you knew not to be real?

ANDREW More worrying to me is people who see or hear things they 
don’t know are not real.

LIEUTENANT  And dreams — ?

ANDREW  I dream to be immune to fire and iron 
 and perhaps one day serve in the Hans Majestet Kongens Garde 
 and protect King Harald, Queen Sonja, Prince /

COMMANDER  /Very keen, Berwick!

ANDREW  I dream of a future where Norway can nurture its people
 without dependence on foreign nations.
 A future where Europeans do not have to fear the
 terror that sweeps the Western World.
 I’ve read some amazing websites —

 Beat.

COMMANDER  Websites?

LIEUTENANT  Would anything stop you from trying to join the armed forces?

ANDREW  I would not want to serve in an Army
 that failed to fight our greatest threat!
 Muslims are invading our country and they do not wish us well Sir.

COMMANDER  No need to call me sir.
 That’s for enlisted officers.

ANDREW  I’d really like to be a —

COMMANDER  Regarding your application —

LIEUTENANT  Many people apply …

ANDREW  It’s conscription — 

COMMANDER  Andrew, I want to share something with you because I hope 
you’re the kind of guy who’ll get it.

 I don’t tell this to every applicant — 
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LIEUTENANT  He really doesn’t — 

COMMANDER  We won’t be accepting you today, Andrew.

ANDREW  But it’s conscription! It applies to everyone except 
disabled people!

COMMANDER  Sometimes people — 
 aren’t ready first time and we say
 come back

 Beat.

 maybe later

 Beat.

 at a later time.

LIEUTENANT  A later date.

COMMANDER  A later occasion

ANDREW  Like tomorrow?

 Beat.

  Next week?

COMMANDER  More like … next week in … a couple of years or so.

LIEUTENANT  The next week after three years. Minimum.

COMMANDER  Minimum.
 We just don’t think you need to be here.

ANDREW  You’re making me serve in the coastguard?!

COMMANDER  No. Andrew.
 Not the coastguard.

ANDREW  But — what’s left if I can’t join the coastguard?

 Slight pause.
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COMMANDER  [Reading from clipboard] It says here that your father 
works for the government, as a civil economist.

 You have attended a commerce and economics high school.
 Why don’t you become an economist?!

ANDREW  An economist?

COMMANDER  For your country!
 Go on!
 You’ve got promise, Andrew!
 You’re the last person this country needs carrying a gun.

LIEUTENANT  Get out there!

COMMANDER  Do it!

LIEUTENANT  Get out there!

COMMANDER  Andrew Bolt Berwick … 

 Beat.

COMMANDER,
LIEUTENANT & The Economist!
CHORUS

SCENE FIVE: PLASTIC SURGERY

 The operating theatre of a private hospital
 United States of America. 1999.
 Andrew Berwick Age 21.

 Surgeon could be played by CHORUS.

ANDREW  Nose Job.
 Chin job.
 Forehead job.
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 Change everything.
 I wanna look perfect.
 I want bitches to fuck me.
 I want —

SURGEON  [Performing surgery on an unconscious ANDREW] My 
sister works at a bar — more of a club — a gentleman’s club.

 She meets gentleman,
 She, a gentleman, and I go for a drink.
 He made his money selling stents.

ASSISTANT  Stents?

SURGEON  His company made billions selling a dissolvable stent for the 
heart.

 He drives a talking car.
 His car starts with his thumb print and unlocks by voice 

command.
 Car says shit like “Good Morning, Sir”
 — then he tells it to drive wherever the hell he likes,
 it says “Yes, sir! Just stopping for petrol, sir!”
 Knight Rider, but it’s some European brand.

 I’m having a drink with my sister and him at this pretty cunty,
 shitty bar that used to be a really great live music venue
 but now sells gourmet pizzas ’til late.
 We sip on the latest wave of boutique ciders;
 he’s got a new project
 — he’s telling me cause he’s excited.

 Only a hundred surgeries worldwide are gonna get this to 
start off

 — the rolls royce of cosmetic surgery —
 A DNA treatment that breaks down the pigment in your 

skin and your eyes, permanently changing the colour.

ASSISTANT  Can a leopard change its spots?
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SURGEON  They get changed!
 Not just into and out of the blue gown.
 I ask: “To any colour?”
 He says “Yes! As long as that colour is white skin, blue eyes.”

 Skin goes from black to brown to white.
 Eyes from brown to green to blue.
 “What about blonde hair?” I ask him.
 “Probably just buy a bottle of bleach,” he says.

 I say:
 “What’s to stop you tattooing a swastika on my forehead
 whilst I’m sleeping?”
 “Your front door” he says.

 There’s a market all through Asia for this
 — and plenty of black people want blue eyes.

 One day you’re brown, yellow, whatever
 — no one is yellow,
 but red
 — well, no one is red, either —
 but then: white skin … with blue eyes.

 “Change the way you look
 — but it won’t change the way I see”, I tell him.
 It’s what inside that counts.

 Somewhere in Greece a beauty parlour opens in Plato’s Cave.

 A tattoo … a new haircut … a Prada handbag … a 
designer baby …

ASSISTANT Your friends shriek “Oh my god, that looks amazing!”
 
SURGEON “A change is as good as a holiday,” he says.

 They reveal Andrew, post-surgery.

  Andrew!
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 Take a look at your new face!
 It’ll take a few weeks for the swelling to go down,
 but just apply that cortizone cream;
 You are going to look amazing!

ANDREW  The same … I look just the fucking same!

SCENE SIX: HANGING OUT WITH ODIN, LORD OF ASGARD

 Andrew Berwick’s home. Suburban Oslo, 2005.

 ANDREW is playing World of Warcraft Online.
 Beside him is ODIN.

ODIN  There is a spiritual hunger in all free-thinking Aryans that 
cannot be filled by the counterfeit religion of social democracy.

 Andrew … Andrew!!!

 The strength of a race is fed from the roots of its indigenous 
religions, its mythos — its heroes and legends — or life is 
reduced to meaningless survival —

ANDREW  You might want to just watch me play for a while.
 Learning to play World of Warcraft takes a few days, but it’s 

worth it.

 RENEE enters.

RENEE  Would you boys like a drink? Odin?

ODIN  No, thank you, Mrs Berwick. I’m fine.

RENEE  Andrew, maybe your friend wants to eat something —

ODIN  I only wish to eat the fresh bodies of victims of the 
vanquished countries conquered by Norsemen.

RENEE  Orange soda?
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ANDREW  We’re fine Mum.

RENEE  Look what big feet you have Odin!

ODIN  Thank you Mrs Berwick.

RENEE  How big are your feet Andrew?

ANDREW  Not as big Mum.

ODIN  Your son is of great height Mrs Berwick.
 He will grow to be a mighty warrior,
 will father many,
 and save his nation.

RENEE  Is Andrew teaching you how to play his Warcraft game?

ANDREW  It’s called WOW or World of Warcraft …
 I haven’t gotten any kills since Odin got here.

RENEE  Andrew, make sure you let Odin have a go —
 there isn’t long now before his mum comes to pick him up.

ODIN  I have slain many in the name of the War!
 Give praise to the slain! May they drink at my cup!

ANDREW  [Into his head phones] Dickhead — where the fuck are you?
 Nah — meet me in Orgrimmar in —
 Where’s Will?
 Shit!

 RENEE exits.

ODIN  You fight with honour against this Horde.

ANDREW  I haven’t managed to kill anything.

ODIN  Pre-empt their attacks!
 Go gank some lowbies in Stranglethorn Vale.
 You don’t have to sit here alone.
 The sense of failure you are feeling has been manufactured!
 It has been sold to you!
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 The events that have happened to you
 — in your life —
 have been tests to train the faithful.

 You’re strong.
 You’re the ultimate flower of your race!
 Face the wild hunt!
 You’re a viking!
 You’re a Knight Templar!
 You’re a super hero!
 You’re a white man.

ANDREW  Who can’t even level up past — 

ODIN  Tactical training Andrew.
 You’ve got a plan.

ANDREW  I’ll never succeed — I keep losing — The enemy grow stronger!

ODIN  You are making a way to keep them out, to fight them off!
 The genocide of the Allies
 — that the Undead are planning —
 can not be allowed to happen!
 You have been chosen, Andrew Berwick!
 Will you be a martyr?

ANDREW  I will —

ODIN  Will you stop the reaper?

ANDREW  I will!

ODIN  Will you give your people the ultimate gift of love?!

ANDREW  I will give my people the ultimate gift of love!

 ODIN leaves.

ANDREW  Mum! Mum?!

 Enter RENEE.
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RENEE  Andrew, there’s no need to yell —

ANDREW  Where’s Odin?

RENEE  Who?

ANDREW  Odin
 — the All-father —
 Great Greybeard of the Norsemen;
 Emperor of Asgard,
 the first husband of Frigg — ?!

RENEE  Odin?

ANDREW  He had a helmet with 10-inch horns, and a beard down to his —

RENEE  There’s only us here.
 There’s only ever us.
 Is it normal for 25-year-olds to play computer games like this?

ANDREW  He was just here!

RENEE  It’d be nice — so nice — if you met a nice girl.

SCENE SEVEN: BERWICK ON COMMERCIAL RADIO

 The farmhouse in Rena.

 BERWICK listens to the radio while he sleeps.

CHORUS sing a Radio Jingle.

DISC JOCKEY  Ha ha ha — that’s right!
 Joining us now on W.A.R. FM,
 the star of agricultural MEGA business,
 CEO of Berwick Geo Farms,
 Andrew “Bolt Action” Berwick.
 How are ya, buddy?
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ANDREW  Thanks for having me.

DISC JOCKEY  Here we go —
 Oh no!
 A bomb has gone off in the nation’s capital,
 killing 8 people,
 and sending the people,
 and the media,
 into a state of disarray and chaos.

 Save a solo bomber a few years back,
 it’s the first terrorist attack
 in this beautiful nation of ours in decades,
 and now,
 Andrew,
 you’re dressed up as a policeman,
 armed to the teeth,
 and facing down 600 young Labour Party campers on an island.

 There’s nothing to listen to and no-one to talk to.
 Andrew Berwick … these are your Desert Island Discs!

 The songs you’d listen to if songs were all you had!

 We’re looking at disc number five.
 So tell the listeners, what’s your first pick, Andy?

ANDREW  Non-Muslim youth in Oslo,
 are particularly vulnerable to harassment by Muslim youth.
 Parents observe but cannot do much.

DISC JOCKEY  You’re on an island about to murder 80-odd people,
 mainly youths, at a Labour Party camp.

ANDREW  Oslo used to be a peaceful city.
 Thanks to the Norwegian Marxist multicultural regime
 they have transformed my beloved city into a bunkered 

shithole — !
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DISC JOCKEY  And the track?

ANDREW  How many Norwegian children have suicided
 because of assault, robbery, rape and psychological terror
 committed by Muslim youths
 probably several hundred
 and the biggest mistake
 most people make
 is they assume that someone else will make efforts for them.
 No one else will.
 It’s just us!

DISC JOCKEY  Track one, Requiem for a Tower.
 Disc Five of Five of your Desert Island Discs.

ANDREW  There are ten times as many Muslim gangs as non-
Muslim gangs.

 I’ve never heard of a rightwing extreme or terrorist attack 
of any importance.

 This sounds like cultural Marxist wishful thinking!

SCENE EIGHT: THREE SEPARATE MOMENTS IN HISTORY

Saga and/or Freya sings.
Andrew moves into the farmhouse.
Two police officers canoe towards Utoya Island.

SAGA AND/OR 
FREYA AND/OR  [Sung] “Eyes shining bright with unspilled tears
CHORUS Thinking about all those wasted years,
 When everything worth living for is gone,
 And brother I find it hard to keep fighting on

 If this is the way it ends,
 if this is the way my race ends
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 If this is the way it ends,
 I can’t bare to witness

 If this is the way it ends,
 if this is the way my race ends
 If this is the way it ends,
 I can’t bare to witness-oh!”

OFFICER 1  I’m doing everything I can here!

OFFICER 2  Just paddle faster!

OFFICER 1  You’re not helping — you’re not fucking helping!

OFFICER 2  What the fuck do you want me to do?!

OFFICER 1  Do you hear gunshots?

OFFICER 2  Do you hear gunshots?!

OFFICER 1  I thought I heard gunshots.

OFFICER 2  There’s no gun shots. There’s no gun shots.

OFFICER 1  Just fucking paddle. Paddle!

Song returns. 

SAGA AND/OR
FREYA AND/OR “If this is the way it ends,
CHORUS if this is the way my race ends
 If this is the way it ends,
 I can’t bare to witness

 If this is the way it ends,
 if this is the way my race ends
 If this is the way it ends,
 I can’t bare to witness-oh!”

OFFICER 2  See? They’re in the water.
 They’re swimming.
 They’re swimming —
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OFFICER 1  They’re not fucking swimming.

ANNOUNCER  Introducing Saga,
 Scandinavian folk singer.

 Enter SAGA.

SAGA  Hi everyone,
 It has come to my attention that my music has been cited,
 along with a number of other people and groups,
 as going some way to inspiring one of the most
 vile and criminal acts in recent history.
 I cannot begin to describe how saddened I am to hear that.

 Change is brought about through political and cultural means
 by like-minds working together for a greater cause
 not brought about by warped loners
 acting out their murderous intentions.
 My music is conceived to be a positive step
 towards celebrating our identity
 and bringing about positive cultural and political change.

 Like a great many artists and musicians,
 my music is designed to give hope to those
 who otherwise would have little.
 I have never sought to encourage or promote violence
 and I never shall.

 My thoughts are with the Norwegian people
 at this time and my heart goes out to all those affected
 by this hideous and utterly pointless atrocity.

 Beat.

 SAGA gives a Nazi salute.

 White power.

 SAGA puts her hand on her heart.

 White pride.
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 ANDREW Enters.

FREYA  Hi!

ANDREW  Who are you?

FREYA  You the new guy?

ANDREW  What are you doing in my house?

FREYA  What’s with all the boxes?

ANDREW  Agri-business.

FREYA  You are so not a farmer.

ANDREW This house is let —

FREYA  What are you listening to?

ANDREW  Trance.

FREYA  I like black metal.

ANDREW  Get out of my house.

 Beat.

 There’s a special forces base nearby.
 You don’t want me to call them.

FREYA  Special forces didn’t give a shit this place was let by drug dealers.
 Didn’t you know?

ANDREW  I know they left behind some of their junk.

FREYA  What is Berwick Geo-Farms?
 Doesn’t “geo” mean “rock”?
 Do you farm rocks?

ANDREW  Geo means global — I farm [beat] farms.
 That’s enough questions.

FREYA  Why do it from an empty house, miles from nowhere?
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ANDREW  That’s enough questions.

FREYA  Why do you have all this diesel fuel?
 You’re clearly doing more than farming farms with all this —

ANDREW  It’s for farming experiments and —

FREYA  You’re just tinkering in your shed?

 Beat.

 You going to tell me or do you think I’m some kind of 
industrial geo-farming spy?!

 My name’s Freya, anyway.
 Exciting encounter for you, farmboy?

ANDREW  Freya, handling diesel fuel, without protective clothing, 
can cause kidney damage.

FREYA  So?

ANDREW  So you’re not staying.

FREYA  I can help from outside.
 I’ll guard you from the drug gangs.

SCENE NINE: AT THE GUN CLUB

 A gun club in suburban Oslo. Late 2010.

 Five men form a straight line, facing the audience.

 Shots are fired.

MAN 1  You’ve gotta notch up three repeat visits
 before you can get your gun license, but/

MAN 2  /You’re good to go firing away on the range.
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MAN 4  Are you new round here?

ANDREW  Just moved to the area. Sort of short term.

MAN 3  Up on the hill?

MAN 2 & 4  Where the drug dealers were?

 Shots are fired.

MAN  You looking for work?

ANDREW  Not really.

MAN 1  You sure?

MAN 2  Fox hunting.

ANDREW  What?

MAN 1  Good money.

MAN 2  It’s just foxes.

MAN 3  They’re a pest.

 Shots are fired.

MAN 4  Plenty of foxes to go round.

MAN 2  You wouldn’t be treading on our toes.

ANDREW  Would you wear them as a hat?

MAN 1  What?

ANDREW  The fox, — [to Man 3] don’t your people wear them as hats?

MAN 3  My people?! I’m fucking Native American —

ANDREW  You’re — ?

MAN 2  That was Davy Crockett, you racist fuck.

 Shots are fired.
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MAN 1  Ten kroner a fox.

MAN 4  No dollars, rubles or Eurodisneys.

MAN 3  Know what else? Ten skillings a bullet.

MAN 2  One fox. Ten skilling investment —

MAN 1 & 4 Ten kroner return —

MAN 2  Your own racist fox hat.

MAN 1  Quick buck.

 Shots are fired.

MAN 4  You could use arrows too.

ANDREW  Arrows?

MAN 4  If bullets were too much for you.

MAN 1  And —

MAN 3  — You can get the arrow back.

MAN 1  Which is more honourable.

MAN 3  If you want to reconcile with your fox totem.

MAN 4  Before its passage to the fox underworld.

ANDREW  Sounds ominous.

MAN 2  You believe in omens?

ANDREW  Don’t you?

MAN 3  So your people read the future in fox guts?

MAN 1 [To ANDREW] Tell us the future!

MAN 2  Yeah —

MAN 1 Go on.
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MAN 4  What’s in / store?

MAN 3  Go on!

ANDREW  For you — good things.
 Lovely things.
 Flowers. Tapestry. Dinners for two,
 a summer holiday on a private island.

MAN 2  And me?

ANDREW  You don’t want to know —

MAN 1 Come on!

MAN 3  You can’t read the future —

ANDREW  It’s not a game. People you know will die.

MAN 1 People we know always die.

MAN 3  Who? Who that I know is going to die?

MAN 2  I’ve got my gun. Me against the reaper.

MAN 4  Bring it on!

 MAN 4 fires shots.

ANDREW  You will see a coloured screen flickering in front of you
 still trying to sell you an unreachable youth.
 You will taste on your tongue
 the lies that spin around
 on the microwave where your soul should be.
 You will see a well-washed pastel wall,
 a completely unremarkable painting,
 surrounded by medical plugs and sockets;
 then you’ll see nothing,
 because you’ll be dead.
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 Your children will die a spiritual death
 long before their bodies perish.
 They’ll be devoured by the beast at the door
 that they’ve never prepared for
 because they’ve welcomed it in as a friend.
 Prepared the table for it to feast at
 and then they will lay down on the table to be devoured.

 Pause.

 Bang!

 MEN jump.

 ANDREW laughs.

 ALL resume shooting.

ANDREW  Ten kroner a fox!

MAN 1 Ten skilling a bullet and ten kroner a fox.

ANDREW  That’s a great return.

MAN 4  God bless Norway.

MAN 3  God bless the wife. God bless the kids.

MAN 2  God bless ’em.

 ANDREW fires a shot.

SCENE TEN: HANGING OUT WITH FREYA

 The Farmhouse in Rena. July, 2011. 

 ANDREW enters.
 He is carrying a large semi-automatic weapon which he 

proceeds to hang on hooks on the rear wall of the house.
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 FREYA is in the house.

FREYA  What’s the gun for?

ANDREW  How’d you get in here?

FREYA  Answer the question.

ANDREW  Hunting.

FREYA  You go hunting?

ANDREW  Course I do. Now get out.

FREYA  Always in such a hurry to get rid of me.
 You haven’t even offered me some coffee.

ANDREW  I can make you a sandwich.

FREYA  Hunting?

ANDREW  Ten kroners a fox for only ten skillings a bullet.

FREYA  That’s a great return.

ANDREW  Even more if you use arrows – ’cause you can get ’em back.
 If you want to.

FREYA  Sandwiches make me feel like I’m at school.
 Who do you reckon would win between a fox and a deer?

ANDREW  Arrows.

FREYA  Wanna go to the lake?

ANDREW  You know that’s not a thing.
 There will be no fabled fox versus deer fight.

FREYA  The lake?

ANDREW  I’m meeting friends at two.
 I’ve got a bunch of World of Warcraft to catch up on.
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FREYA  Online friends aren’t friends Andrew.

ANDREW  Alright, I’ll be looking at porn.
 World of Warcraft porn.

FREYA  Maybe I could bring my computer round.
 You can teach me how to play.
 I think your internet friends can wait —

ANDREW  Just finish your sandwich — you look a bit gross —

FREYA  So stop staring. [Open mouth chewing at him]
 You sure know how to party, Berwick.
 I’m going to the lake — but I’ll bring my laptop round later.

 Pointing at the gun on the wall and grabbing her crotch.

 Bang!

 FREYA exits.

SCENE ELEVEN: THE GUN CLUB, AFTER THE SHOOTING

 The Oslo Pistolklubb. One week after the shooting.

 Suggestion: Behind them, ANDREW changes into his white 
protective suit, mask and gloves.

MAN 1  So most lone gunmen have three names.
 Whereas regular killers just get first and last.

 Shots are fired.

MAN 2  Daniel Day Lewis could be a lone gunman.

 Shots are fired.

MAN 3  I’ve got three names.
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MAN 1  Call the cops.

MAN 2  Mark David Chapman, John Wilkes Booth —

MAN 4  Lee Harvey Oswald.

 Shots are fired.

MAN 1  What about that guy from Australia?

MAN 4  Martin Bryant.

MAN 2  Who?

MAN 1  He killed 35 people. Autistic.
 He was getting on with people,
 but they weren’t getting on with him.
 No media to blame there and no curse of the three names.

 Shots are fired.

MAN 2  What about the Columbine kids?

MAN 4  They watched Child’s Play and listened to Marilyn Manson.

MAN 3  Child’s Play?

MAN 2  That’s been blamed for heaps of killings.

 Shots are fired.

MAN 1  It’s sick that they’re blaming Call of Duty for —

MAN 2  Which is ALL real combat scenarios.

MAN 4  It’s just stupid when they try to blame the game for the action 
if the game is based on already existing action.

MAN 2  Do you reckon anyone who’s addicted to Farmville has 
ever gone out and become a farming baron?

MAN 3  Who’s actually killing people because of a doll?
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MAN 2  Chuckie doesn’t actually visit people and tell them to 
kill people —

MAN 4  Or subliminally set off sleeper cells when he laughs.

 Shots are fired.

MAN 1  I get it — it’s a how to guide;
 The Dummies Guide to Killing People — Dramatised.

MAN 2  Those dummies guides are shit.

MAN 1  He had one.

MAN 3  Who?

MAN 4  Who do you fucking think?

MAN 1  Dummies’ Guide to Islam.

MAN 2  Yellow ones for dummies. Orange ones for idiots.

MAN 1  Which one was he?

 Shots are fired.

MAN 2  When he was first mentioned in the media,
 he only had a first and a last name,
 and now his Wikipedia page headlines with three names.

 MAN 3 bursts into tears.
 His gun falls from his hand. 
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SCENE TWELVE: THE FARMHOUSE IN RENA

 July, 2011. Nine days before the shooting.

ANDREW  Wednesday July 13 — Day 73:
 Dizziness, blood pressure elevation.
 Nausea — classic symptoms of excessive short-term exposure 

to diesel: my clothing is all more or less soaked in the 
vicious stuff.

 Excessive exposure over a long period of time
 can shut down your kidneys,
 which will be lethal.
 To counter all the crap I’ve been exposed to
 over the last two months,
 I’m using anti-toxin tabs
 (herbal supplements to strengthen the liver and kidneys),
 protein supplements, creatine and a multitude of 
 mineral/vitamin supplements —
 but the nightmares …
 Wake up in a sweat …
 They keep happening …
 If they’re less often:
 When they happen they feel worse than they did before —
 and they’re still about the same thing …

CHORUS #A So I wake up. That is,
 I’m in a dream.
 I look around. I’m in a school.
 I’ve never seen this school before and I look around —
 I’m surrounded by students.
 That is to say:
 Youths.
 I look down.
 I see myself in a mirror.
 I look down.
 I’m a youth as well.
 I’m getting ready to go outside.
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 Getting ready to — getting ready to do a bit of sailing on 
the lake. I’m gonna go sailing.

 I’m pretty- I’m pretty excited about that.
 It’s a beautiful day,
 I’m pretty excited about that.
 We walk down to the lake and I’m —
 So excited that I encourage everyone —
 Everyone else to go to the lake
 if there’s anyone else left over,
 then I encourage them to go as well
 and I’m particularly supportive —
 even the kids that don’t normally,
 that I don’t normally want to be involved with
 I tell ’em —
 I reckon it’s going to be a good day today 
 I reckon we should all head down
 To the lake
 And when we get there
 We’re having a great time
 Just getting ready
 Getting ready cause we’re going sailing
 We haven’t been there for very long
 When I taste something weird
 I try to throw it up
 And it’s weird cause the taste
 It’s not really in my mouth
 It tastes like a spoon
 I throw up
 And it comes from a hole in my stomach
 I try to put my finger in my new mouth to stop it
 I know I shouldn’t but I want to stop it
 I throw up again and —
 It’s all over my hand
 I still really want to go boating
 I look around and everyone else —
 I think they’re feeling the same way
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 Pause.

 Except
 This one guy
 He looks like
 He looks like
 He looks like he’s sailing
 He looks like he is/sailing
 Clear sailing
 Not a bit sea sick
 He’s the captain
 And we
 We all just want to go —
 We all just want to go sailing
 I throw up again,
 All over my hands.
 Nobody’s sailing now.

SCENE TWELVE A: THE FARMHOUSE IN RENA

 July, 2011. Seven days before the shooting.

CHORUS #A  Noticing testo withdrawal contributing to increased 
aggressiveness. I’m now continuing with 50mg. It will most 
likely pass.

 I wish it would be possible to somehow —
 manipulate this effect to my advantage later on.
 Because the state seems to very efficiently, suppress fear.
 I wonder if it is possible to acquire specialised 

aggressiveness pills.
 It would probably be extremely useful in select military 

operations,
 especially when combined with Steroids and ECA stack!
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 It would turn you into a superhuman one-man-army for 
two hours!

 <3

 FREYA is rifling through ANDREW’s things.

FREYA  All your clothes are soaked.
 You stink. 

 Finding the robe. 

 What’s this?

ANDREW  Don’t play with that —

FREYA  Why have you got this?

 FREYA pulls a Freemason’s ceremonial cape from a basket.

ANDREW  It’s a uniform.

FREYA  For what?

ANDREW  A secret society.
 I don’t necessarily want to involve you in my secrets.

FREYA  Cause then you’ll have to kill me?
 It looks like something you’d wear for Eurovision.

ANDREW  Freemasons don’t enter Eurovision.

FREYA  Masons?

ANDREW  That’s enough secrets for today.

FREYA  They make you wear this? This is the cutest thing. Put it on!

ANDREW  It’s only for special occasions.

FREYA  I’m here. That’s special.
 I want to see you all dolled up in your Klan cape.

ANDREW  It’s not a Klan cape!
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FREYA  Cult cloak.

ANDREW  It’s not a cult cloak! There’s a lot of history associated 
with this —

FREYA  What — like your trip to Rio? You don’t have another one 
do you?

 He joins her — they both don the robes over the dialogue.

ANDREW  Masons usually dress just like everyone else.

FREYA  You are so not a Freemason.

ANDREW  I know the handshake.

FREYA  Show me the handshake!

 The handshake progresses to a kiss.

FREYA  Am I in the Freemasons now?

ANDREW  That’s not the Freemason handshake.

FREYA  Are you sure?
 You can be the grand master.
 You can give me the special handshake … 

 Beat.

ANDREW  You have to be invited to be a mason.

FREYA  So invite me …

ANDREW  Dear Freya, you are hereby invited to —

 Another kiss.

  I should put these away.

CHORUS #A Thursday June 30 — Day 60:
 Later that day, while I was watching an episode of True Blood,
 I saw a large van driving by the house and parking next to 
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my car.
 There were at least 4 people inside.
 Nice, I thought; it’s probably a SWAT team coming to 

skull-fuck me. The farmer must have tipped them off … 
 Thank God, it was only 4 Polacks looking for work and I 

sent them on their way. It would have been tempting to 
hire them to mix my ANALFO … <3

 If it hadn’t been for the fact that they would have 
understood what was up :-)

SCENE FOURTEEN: THE RE-ENACTMENT FOR POLICE

 Utoya Island. One week after the terrorist attack.

 ANDREW is on a military leash/restraint that extends 
off stage.

 He shares the stage with a CHORUS of policemen.

ANDREW  Bang. Click.
 Boy runs ten metres, maybe less,
 but I just sort of let him run a little bit — Bang —
 I turned to the right,
 well, stepped to the right then like swivelled back, to my 

left, and —

POLICEMAN 1  Bang?

ANDREW  Bang.
 Take his head off just about … 
 Fucking running amok you know?
 Ok so,

 Beat.

 Double tap. Always double tap.
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POLICEMAN 2  Got to be sure.

ANDREW  Double sure.

 All laugh.

ANDREW  I open fire — the thing’s automatic so I’ve got half the job done.
 I just got to aim the thing —

POLICEMAN 3  Point and click —

ANDREW  Plug and play —

 All laugh.

POLICEMAN 2  What you going to do when you run out of bullets?

ANDREW  You read the report, Constable Daniels:
 I’m not running out of bullets.

POLICEMAN 1  So?

ANDREW  There’s these kids down by the water, like jumping under it —

POLICEMAN 2  Kids?

ANDREW  Kids.

POLICEMAN 4  Kids.
 ’Cause water is an excellent defence against bullets.

ANDREW  I don’t know what the fuck they teach these kids!

POLICEMAN 1 They teach ’em how to protest but if real trouble comes —

POLICEMAN 3  Don’t worry about Kevlar vests, guys — just jump in the water!

POLICEMAN 2  A quick shower before battle, splash your face and you’re —

POLICEMAN 4  Safe as houses.

POLICEMAN 3  Invincible.
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ANDREW  Immune to iron and fire. 

 Beat. 

 By the power of Odin!!!

POLICEMAN 2  By the power of Odin!

POLICEMAN 1 You are berserk, Andrew Berwick. Berserk.

ANDREW  By the power of Odin …

 All laugh.

CHORUS #A Thursday June 30 — Day 60:
 The house is infested with beetles.

 Just now I was about to reach for a chocolate
 in my goodie bag
 and a beetle had crawled in, for fuck’s sake.
 And an hour ago,
 when I was putting on my nitril gloves
 to do another DDNP purification cycle,
 something was crawling in one of the fingers.
 Sad Face.

 Needless to say, I freaked out … 
 After that I started killing every little insect in view
 I’m up to 18 just in the last hour … 
 There’s probably several bug colonies in the walls. 
 When you’ve got 18 bugs coming at you
 in about an hour or so, just coming at you —
 You won’t be asking: Are there bugs?
 You’ll be like:
 Whoa, Andrew! Where are you?! Help! The bugs are coming!
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SCENE FIFTEEN: THE RETURN OF ODIN

 The farmhouse, July 2011. 
 Six days before the shooting.

ODIN  Andrew? Andrew?!

ANDREW  Odin?! Thank god!

ODIN  I was questing on an alt;
 and Allies spawn camped me in Hillsbrad for an hour.

ANDREW  I stopped playing World of Warcraft a few months back.
 I’m just using that for cover now.

ODIN  Someone must fight for the Allies against the 
oncoming Horde!

ANDREW  You’ve got that covered. I’ve been writing a manifesto.
 I’ve made the explosives and I’m going to Prague to buy 

some guns. I’m a crack shot.
 Have you played Modern Warfare?

ODIN  Are you …  feeling good?

ANDREW  I talked to my friend, Peter, after missing one of his 
incoming calls earlier.

ODIN  You have to be careful not to answer his calls while he is 
so close to the farm.

ANDREW  I have been somewhat reckless in regards to maintaining 
my social network.

ODIN  Choosing complete isolation and asocial behaviour, in 
phases like these, would probably be a more pragmatic 
approach for ensuring secrecy.

ANDREW  But it’ll defeat the whole purpose 
 if I end up losing the love of the people I have sworn 

to protect.
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 I mean, why would you bless your people with the ultimate 
gift of love if every single person hates you?

ODIN  I’m glad modern Norway has a son like you, Andrew.

SCENE SIXTEEN: BUYING WEAPONS IN PRAGUE

 A hotel in Prague. July, 2011.

 GIRL B is looking at one of the guns and chewing gum.
 GIRL A is staring at ANDREW.

ANDREW  My weapons acquisition a success,
 I was going to make love to two beautiful women.
 What do you think of those?!

GIRL A  We’re only here for an hour, ok?

GIRL B  You only paid for an hour.

ANDREW  Yeah. / Yeah.

GIRL A  / Do you want to fuck now or what?

ANDREW  We’ll fuck when I feel like it. I’m paying for this.

GIRL B  It’s cool, babe — just relax.

ANDREW  Can’t we talk for a bit?
 I mean, I know you’re not a trained therapist, but —

 GIRL A and ANDREW kiss.

ANDREW  These guns are for killing people! 

GIRL A  Don’t talk.

ANDREW  Take some steroids with me.
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GIRL A  I don’t inject —

ANDREW  They’re pills — Take as many as you —

GIRL B  I’ll try anything once.

 GIRL B takes pills. GIRL A explores the box of guns.

GIRL A  [Brandishing a gun] Do I kill people with this?
 Maybe I work for drug gangs.
 Maybe for special forces. What’s this for? [of the gun] 

You’re gonna steal my cash?
 Bind me, gag me and sell me to a gang? Is that hot for you?
 Pay me a few hundred Euros, we can play any game you like — 

and we’ll never see each other again.

GIRL B  Babe, it’s cool. Why’s everyone looking so sad?

 Beat.

ANDREW  I don’t really feel like this anymore.

GIRL B  I still have to get paid. Come on.

 She puts his hands on her breasts.

GIRL B  [To ANDREW] Why waste your time?

ANDREW  These are such dark areola.

GIRL B  Mmm …  Yeah … 

 GIRL A starts to massage Andrew’s shoulders.

GIRL B  They’re not loaded, are they?

ANDREW  Maybe they’re not.

GIRL B  Do you want to stick one in me?
 Get your gun all wet in my tight, little pussy —

ANDREW  What? No! Jesus — these are — no! — Jesus! — / That’s sick!
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GIRL A  / Hey, buddy, we’re all friends here — alright?

ANDREW  I’m not sticking pistols into anyone!

GIRL B  It’s just playing.

 [To ANDREW] Do you want some gum?

ANDREW  I want to see the two of you kiss.

 Direct Address.

GIRL A Room was cramped.
 UV light flickered. Carpet was sticky. Heater was broken.
 Bed was stained.
 The man had a gun.
 As much ambience as an abandoned hall*

 *this previous line can be changed depending on location 
ie. abandoned hall, abandoned basement, power house etc. 
Abandoned theatre would probably not be amusing however. 

GIRL B  We took steroids all night. 
 Whatever you want, whatever you want … 

ANDREW  I’m an intimidating lover.

GIRL A  Whatever we did, he kept staring at the guns.

ANDREW  I’m handsome, but that’s not it —

GIRL A  His plastic surgery made him look like a rubber doll.

ANDREW  Not as manly as I’d like to be —
 but I think that’s what intimidates / them —

GIRL B  / He was a bit limp-wristed but insisted /
 on calling us “slut” and “bitch”.

GIRL A  / He kept calling us “slut” and “bitch”.

ANDREW  I understand things about women they don’t expect me / to.
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GIRL A / Talked out loud like the sex advice section in a Cosmo article —

ANDREW  Women are fierce creatures,
 but I break down those walls with empathetic / listening.

GIRL B  / He’d ask questions but just stare at us when we answered / him.

ANDREW  / And once they’re under my spell … 

GIRL A  / He wasn’t sensitive.

GIRL B  He wasn’t kind.

GIRL A  He was paying.

ANDREW  I like to set the mood
 I slip an mp3 earpiece in this side, an earpiece in this side 

nestled in her:
 one-two — / stereo.

GIRL A  — trance, folk, racist thrash metal,
 “epic” orchestral themes from “indy” films —

ANDREW  [To GIRL A] It’s the composition of the Requiem for a Dream 
theme used in the Lord of the Rings trilogy

 the second film The Two Towers: Requiem for a Tower.

GIRL B  I have no idea what he is playing me but —

GIRL A  But he presses his head against mine
 and he’s listening to the music and not to me.

ANDREW  She listens to the track several hundred times.
 She finds it very inspiring.

GIRL B  He filled me up with steroids and I just kind of stared at the wall.

GIRL A  The whole thing made me kind of angry.
 At him.
 At myself.
 Angry for having sex for money.
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 Angry for doing this with my life.
 I feel like that a lot.

 The scene returns.

GIRL B  I’m taking this.

 GIRL B is drinking from the bottle of vodka.

ANDREW  Give it back.

GIRL B  Why? You didn’t drink any —

GIRL A  You said you couldn’t drink because of your medicine —

ANDREW  I bought the bottle, so leave it here —

GIRL A Just leave it —

GIRL B  No. He bought it for us —

ANDREW  And you drank it. Now your hour is up. Give it back.

GIRL B  Get fucked!

 GIRL B hits ANDREW over the head with the bottle.

 ANDREW falls to the floor.

GIRL A  Why’d you do that?!

GIRL B  We could take your wallet, mister!
 Guns?! Fucking iPods?! We’re good honest people —
 consider that next time you try to hustle someone
 out of the vodka you bought them!

GIRL A  He didn’t buy it for you —

GIRL B  But I fucking earned it!

ANDREW  Get out!
 Fucking sluts!
 Fucking bitches! 
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SCENE SEVENTEEN: THE FARMHOUSE

 FREYA and ANDREW return to the farmhouse, after a 
meal at a restaurant in Rena owned by a Kurdish Muslim.

 Two days before the shooting.

FREYA  Did you listen?
 Did you actually listen?

ANDREW  I’m —

FREYA  Andrew, I’m leaving.
 I’m travelling to London and —

ANDREW  Great!

FREYA  Great?

ANDREW  Isn’t it great?

FREYA  Are we — Are we even — Fuck! You’re so hard to talk to!

ANDREW  No, I’m not! Ask me anything.

FREYA  You won’t answer my questions.

ANDREW  Then I guess we can just play Modern Warfare.

FREYA  Do you even like me?

ANDREW  Of course I do.

FREYA  Are you gay?

ANDREW  What?
 No!
 I’m not gay.
 Jesus.

FREYA  I know something happened in Prague.

ANDREW I just have a lot on!
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FREYA  Playing Modern Warfare and pumping yourself full of pills —

ANDREW  You’ve been reading my diary!

FREYA  What?
 I didn’t even know you kept a fucking diary!

ANDREW  Nothing happened in Prague!

FREYA  What’s in your diary?
 What the pills are?
 What you take them for?

ANDREW  They’re for my health.
 Nothing’s in my diary!

 Beat.

 I’ve been writing a book.

FREYA  Book?

ANDREW  I don’t want to talk about this right now.

FREYA  This is all for a book?

ANDREW  I am not seeing anyone.
 I’m writing a book.

FREYA  But this is, fantastic!
 It’s — it’s — 
 Oh my god! What kind of book?! What’s it called?
 Tell me what kind — !

ANDREW  It’s called 2083. Look I’m not ready —

FREYA  A novel?! Why aren’t you ready?!

ANDREW  Because it’s big. Freya, it’s a big —

FREYA  I’m not an idiot/
 2083? … 
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ANDREW  /I know you’re not an idiot —

FREYA  Just tell me what it’s about —

ANDREW  Our future. 2083. Our children’s future / their children’s 
future —

FREYA  / Our? Our children? Who’s children’s future?

ANDREW  Norway’s children.

FREYA  A children’s book —

ANDREW  No — no — no, no, no —
 I knew you wouldn’t understand.
 None of you fucking understand and that’s why it’s 

happening —
 That’s why Norway,
 and the West,
 is all going wrong and fuck you — Fuck you!

FREYA  I’ll understand!
 I want to understand.

ANDREW  We are the land!
 We are the stories and the people of this country and the 

culture —
 and cultural Marxists are destroying it.
 They’re ruining and destroying Norway
 because they want to let the enemy in
 and the beast is at the table and
 it’s not just the book
 it’s more than that
 you have to take actions with your words, Freya!
 You have to take political action — !

FREYA  If you’re not farming,
 what are you doing will all of this geo-farm shit?!
 Why did the neighbours tell me they’re using your fields —
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ANDREW  I’m writing
 — I’m farming
 — I’m preparing for the future — !

FREYA  What’s it for?!

 Beat.

 Fuck.
 It’s for the black helicopters or the UN invading.
 You’re stockpiling, aren’t you?!

ANDREW  I’m writing a manifesto — !

FREYA  Of course you are, you’re one of those —
 Oh, God!
 The Masonic outfits and guns and Call of Duty 4!
 You’re a survivalist!
 A rightwing conspiracy nut,
 stockpiling beans,
 and cans,
 and bags of fertiliser — !

ANDREW  There are things going on!

FREYA  Where are the cans of beans, Berwick? This is so 
embarrassing!

ANDREW  You should stay! We should talk!

 She turns to go but ANDREW grabs hold of her. They struggle.

FREYA  Let go of me! Listen to me! Listen!

 I don’t want to — Andrew! Andrew, you’re hurting me!

 She tries to fight him off. She bites him.

ANDREW  Ah!

FREYA  Fuck you, Andrew Bolt Berwick!
 Fuck you!
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 From the Kurdish Restaurant.

KURD  He was the nicest Norwegian I have met in the 14 years
 since I came here from Kurdistan.
 He came into my restaurant all the time.
 Always left a big tip.
 He was the nicest Norwegian I have met.
 In 14 years.

 Exit FREYA.

SCENE 18: THE FARMHOUSE IN RENA THE NIGHT BEFORE 
THE SHOOTING

 July 22, 2011.

SCENE 18 / A

 ANDREW changes into his police uniform.

CHORUS #A I must have had one of those —
 It — was a micro sleep —
 not so much a micro sleep as a micro dream
 I blacked out
 I’ve been taking all these supplements
 but I blacked out
 and I’m by a rock
 I don’t know why I’m by a rock
 I want to stand up but someone’s holding me down.
 Someone dead and lifeless and clammy
 and white
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 is holding me down.
 and there’s a telephone in my hand.
 I look at my hands and they’re texting.

 They’re texting.
 I can hear gun shots
 and the text says
 “Mommy, tell the police they must hurry. We are dying!”
 and whomever Mommy is is texting back
 but my hands are telling her that “everything is going to be ok.”
 And she’s going to be ok … 

 I get off the floor and get ready to close the farmhouse.

 Beat.

 A few hours later.
 I’m awake.
 I’m asleep.
 It’s a dream.

 The van is back.
 No Freya.
 The old saying:
 If you want something done, then do it yourself,
 Is as relevant now as it was then.
 More than one chef,
 does not mean that you will do tasks twice as fast.
 Do it all yourself,
 it will just take a little more time
 AND you don’t have to take unacceptable risks.
 The conclusion is undeniable.
 I believe this will be my last entry.
 It is now Friday, July 22nd, 12.51am.

 Sincere regards,
 Andrew B. Berwick,
 Justiciar Knight Commander Knights Templar,
 Europe Knights Templar, Norway.
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 CHORUS collects into a battle ready formation of Knights 
Templar.

TEMPLARS  The mage is a DPS caster that specialises
 in burst damage and area of effect spells —
 Their primary role in a group is damage-dealing
 and crowd-control through the use of polymorph,
 temporarily changing humanoids and beasts into harmless 

critters.

ANDREW  Someone had to pay the price for letting down Norway
 and the Norwegian people —
 That’s what happened: you have let me down!
 You have let down Norway!
 You have let down the Norwegian people.
 You have let me down —
 You have let me down —
 You have let me down!

 But I will not see Norway let down again.
 No more disappointments for the Right.
 I realise I’m going to be demonised —
 this was always going to happen —
 as has been said a thousand times,
 whenever there are actors in works of great change or 

revolution!
 Whenever the vanguard of the truth movements have 

taken action!

TEMPLARS  As damage casters, a mage’s primary stats are intellect,
 spell-power, spell-hit rating, spell-haste and spell-crit —
 Mages do not benefit any direct DPS increase from spirit -
 this stat should not be focused on.

ANDREW  Yes, it’s a holy mission,
 although I am not so much a religious person
 as a person of logic.

 I am the saviour and the saved.
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SCENE 18 / B

 Utoya Island, 22 July, 2011.

 ANDREW puts his iPod headphones in his ears.

ANDREW  Oh, G’day. Yeah. Hi.

 Officer Berwick —

 No need to be alarmed, just wanted a quiet word —

 You may have heard reports on the wireless —

 Don’t make a big thing of it,
 we don’t want to freak people out … 

 There’s been reports of a bomb going off in Oslo —

 It’s true, that’s happened —

 There have been casualties.

 I don’t know numbers or statistics —

 My job today is just to keep you guys safe now.
 This is happening right across the country
 No not the bombs,
 The government and police force are taking actions to 

make sure that 
 Norwegians are safe.
 That Norway is safe again
 Yes, there are reports of it being terrorist behaviour
 Yes from Muslims
 At this stage nothing has been confirmed
 I think that’s open for discussion
 But let’s not get bogged down in politics
 and the social landscape of Norway.
 Let’s just make sure everyone is safe today on this 

beautiful island.
 I mean — far out!
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 Terrible things are happening in Oslo —
 They have happened,
 but as long as everyone does what I say, it’s a beautiful day, 

isn’t it? Isn’t it a beautiful day?
 Shit, what’s that on the ground?
 It’s a rabbit’s foot!
 What’s a rabbit’s foot doing out here on the island?
 Under a rainbow?
 They take the back leg,
 It’s for luck sure but
 it’s the hind foot because that’s the leaping foot,
 the foot you run with.

 ANDREW cocks a rifle or equivalent.

 They make me think of rainbows.
 The getaway motor foot?
 On a sunny day?
 The leaping foot.
 On a small island.
 The push-off-and-run foot.
 It’s funny cause I can feel the rainbow,
 and the sunlight all just pouring into me,
 and then it’s shining out of me,
 and I can see everything in the brightest colours,
 and everything is brighter than ever before,
 and the music is up,
 SO GODDAMN LOUD I DON’T EVEN HEAR IT!

 ANDREW hunts down the camp members.
 He disassociates them into rabbits.
 He’s rabbit hunting.

  All the rabbits are running away!
 Come back here, rabbits!

 Which ones can you grab, Andrew?
 How lucky are you?
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 How many feet?
 Andrew,
 the luckiest man in the world,
 catching all the rabbits!
 Catch one for Pappa!
 Get back here, rabbits!
 I got ’em. I got ’em!

 Jesus —
 if it wasn’t such a beautiful day,
 this’d be almost lonely.

 Good thing it is a beautiful day.

 And it’s all done.
 My job is done.

 Beat.

 Am I fucking pleased?

 Pause.

SCENE 18 / C

JON BERWICK  I do not feel like his father.
 I view this atrocity with absolute horror.
 My condolences go out to all those who have suffered
 because of this.
 I am in a state of shock and have not recovered.
 I do not feel like his father.
 I will have to live with the shame for the rest of my life.
 People will always link me with him.
 He should have taken his own life too.
 That’s what he should have done.
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SPECIAL OPS 1  Get the fuck on the ground! Lower your weapon!

 ANDREW lowers his weapon.

ALL SPECIAL OPS [Overlapping] I said: Get the fuck on the ground, you 
fucking terrorist.

 / Get the fuck on the ground, you piece of shit. /
 Get on the ground. /
 Get the fuck on the ground. 
 Etc.

 ANDREW is now on the ground.

SCENE NINETEEN: PRISON

 Combination of TV interview/blog post/private discussion.

ANDREW  Yesterday the UN declared the world’s most liveable city 
for 2012.

 And the winner was Norway’s Oslo.

 That’s a way of life that we ought to seriously be defending.
 There’s good times ahead for Norway.
 And they’ll keep getting better.
 That’s started and keeps going everyday.
 For the better.
 The change is all around us.

 Citizen of the Year?
 I’m not saying that.
 Sure it’d be an honour,
 and if that’s what they’d want I wouldn’t say no,
 but I know a lot of people

 Beat.

 Will take a long time
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 Beat.

 To understand all this.
 Some may not understand in their lives,
 but if they have children then their children will,
 or their children will.
 What I’ve done for Western Civilisation.
 World politics. Europe. Norway.
 People like you and me.

 Andrew B. Berwick. Citizen of the Year. 

 Beat. 

 2083.

 END
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